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Executive Summary
Objectives & Approach
The objective of this report is to develop an IT industry roadmap for Moldova that highlights the
country’s niche capabilities and identifies potential target markets for its IT exports. The roadmap
describes the required interventions and activities across four developmental pillars – infrastructure,
capacity, business eco-system and marketing promotion & branding – to better orchestrate the industry development in Moldova.

Based on which, Moldovan IT capabilities were benchmarked globally and recommendations were
developed on industry wide initiatives for stakeholders, that when implemented in synchronized fashion,
can lead to strong growth of IT industry.

Challenges & Limitations
The key challenge while undertaking the study was primarily the short timeline to complete the study
and paucity of relevant industry data. During the research, inconsistency and information gaps were
identified about industry size, services exported, workforce composition and scalability. While few
logical assumptions and estimates have been made in the study to overcome data deficiencies, some of
the proposals and recommendations made may require further analysis to establish their implementation viability. This document is intended to serve as a strategic guide that highlights the key aspects
of Moldova’s IT Industry and the path it should adopt to achieve strong growth, that is decoupled
from the size of its talent pool.
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A background research, based on available reports and documents was undertaken to understand the
current state of the IT Industry in Moldova. The research was augmented through interviews and
interactions with the other key public sector stakeholders and IT companies in Moldova. On-site
visits helped in collecting additional information and understanding of the future potential of this
industry. The research sought answers to the following cardinal questions:
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Moldova’s IT Industry today- A snapshot
Moldova has many distinct characteristics that enable it to catalyse export oriented IT industry
growth, such as:

Proximity, Culture & Human Capital:
•

At GMT+2 hours, the country’s time-zone is favourably placed between western and eastern Europe and can be leveraged to seek partnerships and serve clients from both these regions

•

Moldovans are multilingual and have professional fluency in Romanian, Russian and Ukrainian.
The population in general also speaks English, Bulgarian, German and Italian.

Favourable business climate:
•

The cost of doing IT business in Moldova is cost advantageous by about 30% to 40%, when
compared to its larger neighbours such as Romania and Russia, that are facing challenges with
saturating IT industry and rising operating costs.

•

The country is recognized as a benchmark for its advancements and innovative developments in
e-Government, especially by countries in East and West Africa.

•

The government has passed virtual IT park legislation that has further catalysed entrepreneurship
in the sector

•

Moldova is also a European Union candidate which is upgrading its administration, policies and
infrastructure to EU standards

•

The country has Free Trade Agreements with several countries, allowing it to access a potential
market of over 880 million customers

•

The Government has designed tax incentives to ease import of capital goods and attract international investors to the sector

Growing IT industry:
•

The IT industry in the country has been growing steadily, reaching total export of US$151.31
million in 2016 from US$62.72 million in 2013 at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR)
of about 12%.

•

As per estimates, currently the IT industry employs around 12,500 people3, serving European and
US markets predominantly. The service focus is across multiple industries, especially in Government, Banking and Telecom sectors.

1

National Bank of Moldova

2

International Trade Center

3

USAID MOLDOVA ICT SKILLS GAP ASSESSMENT 2016
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Global Trends

Target Markets for Moldova
Based on a comprehensive assessment of the current state of the local industry, global trends, risks
and evolving customer requirements, the roadmap identifies geographies, industries and services/
solutions that Moldova’s IT Industry should target to achieve rapid export oriented growth.
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Recognizing economic and political volatility around the world, the roadmap recommends embracing and adopting favorable digital technology trends in multiple ways to gain efficiency, transparency
and customer centricity across global markets. The following is a snap shot of trends which are shaping the IT industry globally.
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While developing capabilities for non-linear growth (growth delinked from size of skilled workforce),
traditional services such as system integration, application development, maintenance & testing services should be sustained and be used as source of experience & f unds for innovation.

Required Interventions
The roadmap lays down a set of short term (0-2 Years) and medium term (2-5 Years) interventions
that need to be implemented in a synchronized and coordinated manner with well- defined roles of
various stakeholders, to realize the desired growth outcomes for Moldova.

Expected Outcomes
Synchronized & persistent pursuit of non-linear growth strategy for IT market can achieve two and a
half times larger industry revenue, when compared to linear growth, as shown below:
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1. Moldova- A Snapshot
Moldova, nestled between Romania and Ukraine, plays the role of a bridge between the European
Union (EU) markets and the growing markets of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). It
has an open market economy with on-going negotiations for EU integration. At the moment Moldova has The Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) with EU which was signed in 2014,
and entered into force since September 2014

According to 2016 results, 65,1% of Moldovan exports were oriented to EU market. It also has free
trade agreements with the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries.
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Figure 1 Moldova- A Snapshot
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1.1 ICT in Moldova- Overview
ICT has been identified by the Moldovan government as a priority sector for economic development.
In 2015, ICT contributed to 5.8% to the national GDP increasing from 5.1% GDP in 2014 owing
to decreasing demand in ICT hardware. The unique features of Moldova’s IT Industry are captured
below:

Figure 2 Unique Selling Proposition of Moldova’s IT Industry

Workforce:
•

It is estimated that current workforce size of Moldova’s ICT Industry is 20,000 distributed as
under:
Sector
ICT (Including Telecom)

20,0004

Telecom

7,500

IT (Including HW/SW, IT Services & Products, BPO)

12,500

Core IT Services & Products

4

No. of Employees

8,000

USAID- MOLDOVA ICT SKILLS GAPASSESSMENT 2016
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Talent Pool:
•

There are 31 Universities and 45 colleges in Moldova, however only 4 Universities and 6 colleges
teach ICT.

•

823 students graduated with ICT related qualifications in 2016. However, half of them had pedagogy minors in ICT and may not be employable in mainstream ICT sector.

•

Due to the dearth of talent in software coding, innovation hubs train senior school students in key
computer coding languages and mobility app developments.

•

The number of active IT Services/Product companies in Moldova are estimated to be between
400 and 500.

•

The four largest companies with more than 250 employees each are: Allied Testing, Cedacri, Endava and Global Phoning Group.

•

The next six largest having 50-250 employees are: Amdaris, Arax-Impex, DAAC, Neuron, Pentalog & Tacit Knowledge.

Markets:
•

The domestic technology services market is estimated to be USD 27.47 Million in 2016 with
6.8% compounded growth over the past 3 years. Key characteristics are:
 In the domestic market, basic services such as hardware installation, software implementation and support services account for almost 75% of the total revenues.
 IT consulting contributes close to 10% of the total IT domestic revenue. 5
 Public sector (government administration, defense, police, judiciary, healthcare, education, and state-owned public enterprises) account for the bulk of domestic IT spending
in Moldova.
 Private buyers of technology services within Moldova are large scale enterprises in the
banking, telecom and manufacturing verticals.

5
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Companies:
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•

The export technology services market is estimated to have grown to USD 80 Million by 2016
with 12% compounded growth over the past 3 years.
 This market comprises of IT Services (USD 56 Million); BPO Services (USD 8 Million);
R&D/Engineering Services (USD 12 Million) and other services including Management/Quality Assurance (USD 4 Million).

Figure 3 Technology Services Export- Moldova

Out of the 56 Mn in IT services exports, application development and testing services formed 69%
of the share. The other segments were application customization and support (14%), IT consulting
(5%), managed infrastructure services (4%) and other services (8%). This is as shown below:
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Figure 4 I T Services Export- Moldova



IT services export are focused on web and mobility app development and include focus
on languages such as .NET, Enterprise Java, C, C++, C#, PHP, Sitecore CMS, iOS, Oracle DB and Cisco networks.

 Western Europe was the biggest market for Moldova’s technology exports with 45% export market share. The export markets in Western Europe comprised of UK, Germany,
Benelux, Sweden and Ireland. This was followed by Americas (mostly United States &
Canada) at 21%, Central & Eastern Europe at 18%, Middle East & Africa at 6% and
Others including Asia Pacific stood at 10%.

Figure 5 Geography wise split
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 New-age services such as gaming software, and e-governance solutions are increasing their
contribution to the overall IT services export.
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2. Current State Assessment
Performance of Moldova’s IT industry can be assessed along four key industry drivers as shown below.
This assessment also helps in identifying the sector’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges (SWOC). These are indicated below:

Figure 6 IT Sector Drivers

2.1 Capacity Development
IT capacity is one of the major enablers for a country focusing on enhancing its tech exports. Availability of good quality talent ensures smooth flow of operations, scalability, business expansion and
other strategic factors essential for growth of the industry.
SWOC Analysis: Capacity Development in Moldova
STRENGTHS
•

Demographic Dividend: 44% of the population
of Moldova is in the 25 to 54 years’ age bracket.

•

Popularity of IT Sector Oriented Subjects:
At almost 6%, Moldova had the highest percentage
of computer, mathematics, and statistics graduates
in the CEE region.

•

Multilingual workforce: Moldovans are multilingual and have professional fluency in Romanian and Russian. The population in general also
speaks English, French, German and Italian.

WEAKNESSES
•

Small workforce: In absolute numbers, Moldova has around 20,000 workers in the ICT Industry
including 12,500 in IT services and products, which
is on the lower side for IT export.

•

Small talent Pool: Out of a total of around
24,000 graduates in 2016, only around 823 graduated in ICT in 2016, while only half of them are
expected to join the workforce.
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Affordable Human Resource: Average salary
in the IT industry is lower in comparison to CEE
countries and way lower than Western Europe.

•

Strong service orientation: Moldovans are
considered as hospitable and service oriented by
international community and expats in the region.

•

Lack of ICT focus in academics: There are 31
universities and 45 colleges6 but only 14 universities and 6 colleges have ICT courses and are the
main sources of IT workforce.

•

Quality of fresh graduates: As per Moldovan
companies, fresh graduates need to be given onthe-job training for long periods (up to 6 months)7,
as the academic curriculum is not aligned with industry requirements.

OPPORTUNITIES
•
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Flexibility to target multiple markets: Moldovans have multi-lingual capabilities and are generally competent in three languages – Romanian,
Russian and English. The percentage of people
speaking competent French and German is also
steadily increasing. This provides flexibility in targeting various markets for IT services & products.

•

Innovation: In cooperation with the Technical
University, a consortium of organizations (including USAID, the Moldovan Association of Private
Companies, Microsoft, and IBM) have launched
Tekwill (IT Excellence and Innovation Center),
with a focus on incubating and accelerating digital
tech startups on digital technologies. The center
an aim train 1,000+ individuals and accelerate 20
startups every year.

•

Entrepreneurial mindset: A large number of
freelancers with strong relationships in the Russian
& Romanian market seek work on their own.

•

New Training Models: Various new training
models such as the one for rural senior school students (through the partnership between IDSI and
StarNet and ConvertIT) and another to encourage workers from other sectors to switch to the
ICT sector are gaining traction in Moldova.

•

Funding and technical Support: Development organizations (USAID, UNDP, World Bank
etc.) are keenly involved in improving ICT sector
competitiveness in the country.

CHALLENGES
•

Brain Drain: Many IT workers migrate to Romania and Russia and in some cases, even to UK
every year for better salaries.

•

Low investment in Training & Development: Most programmers and IT industry workers self-train. Firms’ focus on upskilling workforce
is relatively lower than mature markets.

6

USAID- MOLDOVA ICT SKILLS GAP ASSESSMENT 2016
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•
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RECOMMENDATIONS

•• Increase Focus on STEM: To produce more computing, mathematics & science
graduates, courses relevant to current trends in the IT industry should be offered, starting at a
school level.

•• Strengthen Industry-academia/Industry-student partnerships: A
strong industry-academia relationship helps in producing employable talent for the ICT industry.
Further, this reduces the time and costs spent by the companies on training.

•• Increased focus on training and development: Local companies do not
provide the required level of training. Majority of the programmers self-learn and train themselves.

•• Focus on training relevant for target markets: Existing and proposed
innovation centers should develop training programs relevant for target markets as per industry
needs. Local companies should be offered incentives to enhance their investment in training. Individuals should be encouraged through grants/scholarships to get certified through self-learning

•• Increased in-country ICT promotion: It is important to positively influence and
increase awareness of IT as a career option for the youth to be attracted to the sector.

•• Enable entrepreneurship: The Moldovan Government with support from the development agencies should focus on establishing more ICT incubation and accelerator centers like
TekWill, that provide facilities of international quality for new age services like virtual reality,
motion sensing for gaming, cloud etc. This will encourage and enable the youth to create more
startups that are product oriented and thus create more jobs.
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2.2 Business Eco-System
The international buyers of ICT services regularly update themselves with business friendliness and
socio-economic situation of the exporting country to ensure that their services do not get disrupted. For example, during the “Arab Spring” revolution in Egypt, many international buyers stopped
procuring technology enabled services from the country. Foreign investors and international organizations are attracted to locations with a business environment that fosters stability, security, and
economic growth.

SWOC Analysis: Business Environment in Moldova

8
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WEAKNESSES
•

Corruption: Moldova ranks poorly on the Corruption Perception Index. Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index 2014 ranks
Moldova 103 on the list of a total 175 countries.

•

Fraud: The country lost an eighth of its GDP
to a massive fraud in the banking sector in 2014.
Transparency, accountability, and corruption have
emerged as crucial concerns in Moldova.

Industry specific Incentives: Specific law on IT
Parks exists in Moldova that provides the following
incentives-

•

Piracy: The software piracy rate in Moldova has
been high as compared to other countries in the
region.

-

Tax of 7% from the turnover, to replace all other taxes.

•

-

Preferential tax regime guarantee at least until
2022 year for the residents of IT parks.

-

“Virtual” IT park scheme for resident companies already operating elsewhere in Moldova to
enjoy benefits after fulfilling legal obligations.

IP protection: Although the country has adopted a law on IP protection, the regulatory mechanisms to enforce the law are not efficient. The
existing IP protection regulations do not have
clear provisions for protecting the areas of engineering research and design and contain ambiguities for the IT products and services. This is one
of the key requirements for an industry focused
on IT innovation and development. IP protection
is also one of the important decision criteria for
a foreign investor seeking to invest in new destinations.

•

Ease of doing business: Moldova has jumped
65 places on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index since 2009 to rank 44 in 2017.

•

Focus on IT Industry: The government has provided special attention to the ICT sector, given its
significant contribution to the GDP (6% in 2015)8.
Further, starting and doing business in the country
has become simpler.

•

•

Low personal income tax and low social
and medical insurance deductions: For ICT
sector employees, maximum taxable income is limited to 2 average salaries/month.

•

E-Government Focus: Moldova has made significant investments and progress in the domain
of e-government, improving the overall business
climate with initiatives such as online fiscal declarations systems, biometric passport, automated border crossing systems based on electronic
passports, digital map, mobile digital signature and
online services.

•

Strong Public sector demand: Government
administration, defense, police, judiciary, healthcare, education, and state-owned public enterprises account for the bulk of IT spending in Moldova.

MIEPO- ICT & BPO Overview Republic of Moldova 2016
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STRENGTHS
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OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

•

CHALLENGES

E-government Excellence: Moldovan government has been at the forefront in e-government
initiatives and adopted the national strategy for
building an Information Society in 2005. The country is considered as the best in class for e-government services by many upcoming African and
Asian countries.
Integration with EU: Moldova is a member
of Eastern Partnership with EU and has an Association Agreement with European Union signed
in 2014. Integration with EU will provide various
advantages such as human resource mobility and
driving up European investments in the country.

•

Fragmented Sector: The IT sector in Moldova
is currently highly fragmented and firms in general face challenges that prevent them from scaling
their operations. Some of the key challenges are-

Access to funding & venture capitalists

-

Exposure to potential international markets

-

Sales & marketing capabilities

-

Adherence to process and quality standards &
certifications

Support from development institutions:
Government and different organizations (e.g. USAID, World Bank, SIDA etc.) are actively promoting the development of ICT services in the country and supporting local ICT companies, which are
specialized in software development.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•• Achieve E-Government Excellence and enhance perception of transparency: Improve public services and business climate through further e-government initiatives in
the areas of public procurement, regulatory & fiscal compliance to address the perception of corruption and improve transparency in public procurement.

•• Simplify regulatory framework: Administrative burden, bureaucracy, and tax system inhibit business development, thus discouraging potential foreign investors from setting up operations in
Moldova having a substantial impact on the competitiveness of local industries, including the IT sector.
Although, according to World Bank Doing Business 2017 (World Bank), Moldova is ranked among the
top 50 countries with the highest rank for “Starting a Business” indicator, there are still areas that need
improvements such as IP protection, enforcing contracts, state inspections, procedures of paying and
reporting taxes, obtaining residency and work permits for the foreign IT professionals and investors.

•• Address Piracy & Corruption: Address the issue of software piracy and legal compliance.
Increase awareness on information security, data privacy and intellectual property laws, especially
for small & medium businesses which in many cases rely on pirated software. Invest in marketing and
branding to counter perception of corruption.
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2.3 Infrastructure Development
Reliable infrastructure, in terms of availability of international class workspace in business parks,
easy transportation and connectivity are essential for the success of an export oriented IT product
and service industry. Communication and network infrastructures must be able to handle real-time
interaction between the distributed locations. Transportation infrastructure must enable easy access
to company centers and other facilities and between important hubs (airports, train stations, and
expressways).
SWOC Analysis: Infrastructure in Moldova

9
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WEAKNESSES
•

Weak Road Infrastructure: Moldova substantially lags the other CEE countries in road
transport, with no four-lane highways, and poor
railway network infrastructure.

•

Internet Penetration: Internet penetration
rate in households (49%) is still low compared
with the Europe & Central Asia average (71.74%)
and neighboring Romania (67.7%). (Source: ITU
Measuring the Information Society Report 2016)

High Internet speed: The Internet download
speed in Moldova is one of the highest (31.33
Mbps) in the region and higher compared to
Ukraine (27.83M bps), Bulgaria (26.44 Mbps),
Belarus (10.55%), Ireland (25.52 Mbps), Greece
(9.1 Mbps) and UK (30.46) 9

•

Lower Fixed broadband penetration: Subscriptions in Moldova, at 15.55 per 100 people is
lower as compared to Romania- 19.77 per 100
people. (Source: ITU, The State of Broadband:
Broadband catalyzing sustainable development,
September 2016)

•

IP Telephony: It is a widely accepted method to
communicate internationally.

•

•

Lowest Class A office space rent: Rent (per
sq. meter per month) stands at 16 Euros (incl.
VAT) compared to Romania- 28.5 Euros, Euros
and Bulgaria- 18.5 Euros.

Price of electricity (US cents per kWh) is
competitive but on the higher side at 10.5 as compared to Romania (8.5), Ukraine (9.1) and Russia
(9.7)

•

Free Economic Zones & Industrial Parks:
Moldova has designated areas where investors
can carry out entrepreneurial activities under
preferential terms and conditions (i.e. favorable
tax, customs and other regimes)- Moldova has 16
such zones (7 FEZs & 9 Industrial Parks).

•

Telecom Infrastructure: Moldova is well positioned in terms of communication infrastructure,
with mobile penetration well over 100%.

•

Broadband Internet affordability: It is
ranked 5th for lowest fixed broadband costs globally as per ANCRETI 2015 report.

•

Mobile-Broadband Subscriptions is high
(52.55%).

•

Broadband speed test (April, 2017), http://www.dospeedtest.com
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OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

CHALLENGES

Plans for developing physical IT park infrastructure: StarNet, a privately-owned telecommunications company has initiated the development of an IT Park that will be a dedicated
physical ecosystem for IT export focused companies in Moldova.

•

No designated IT Park: There is currently no
designated IT park in Moldova. The lack of a single dedicated physical facility is a major shortcoming for the growth of the IT industry.

•

Lack of maintenance of the transport infrastructure and high logistics costs.

IT Excellence Center Tekwill was launched
in March 2017 that focuses on increasing the
quality and skills of the ICT workforce. Tekwill is
implemented in partnership between the Association of Private ICT Companies, Technical University, Microsoft, IBM and Orange.

RECOMMENDATIONS

•• Increase the number of class A facilities in the central business district to enable local
entrepreneurs to develop their business and attract local talent.

•• Develop a dedicated physical IT park- This would also enable better interaction among
ICT industry stakeholders in the country and attract international investors. Moldova should look to setup
a tech park with capacity of at least 10,000 seats for IT employees (Moldova has set a target of employing
20,000 people in the IT sector by 2020).

•• Enhance government spending on providing wider and better access to mobile & fixed line
broadband. Government ICT spending in Moldova per capita is the lowest in the region at 201.2 USD, as
compared to regional peers such as Romania (301.21) & Bulgaria (372.65).

•• Improve availability of secure internet servers for businesses and download speeds
for parity with neighboring competitors such as Romania.

address poor transport and telecommunications infrastructure outside of Chisinau as well as unreliable Internet connections,

The Moldovan government needs to

and high voice tariffs for calls to North America and EU countries.
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2.4 Investment Promotion
Market Expansion happens through a sustained long term process that begins with strategic evaluation of the sector, brand development and using market intelligence to effectively reach out to target
customers. Consistent and targeted marketing, participation in international events and organizing
roadshows over a sufficient length of time is essential to establish a strong brand.
SWOC Analysis: Investment Promotion for the IT Industry in Moldova

•

Common platform for private ICT companies: Moldovan Association of Private ICT
Companies, promotes the development of the IT
sector through partnerships with private sector,
trade, state & international organizations.

•

Industry support organizations: Apart
from the Association of Private ICT Companies
(ATIC), organizations such as Moldova Export
and Investment Promotion Organization (MIEPO), Information Society Development Institute
(IDSI), and Agency for Innovations and Technology Transfer are contributing towards enhancing
the competitiveness of the sector.

•

Existing relationships with Russians, Romanians and Ukrainians: Some of the entrepreneurs have established market connections
with clients and partners from these countries
through a one-on-one relationship established in
these countries.

WEAKNESSES
•

Unsynchronized investment promotion:
The ICT firms in the country have attended few
international trade events and conducted roadshows. However, due to a lack of coherent sector strategy, these efforts have not been very
successful.

•

Lack of Business Development Capabilities: Moldovan IT sector is fragmented with
smaller companies dominating the landscape.
Small companies face challenges in focusing on
building long term strategic capabilities such as
business development & marketing.

•

Lack of Brand Visibility & Awareness: The
Moldovan IT sector needs a unique brand positioning as it is currently being eclipsed by countries in the CEE region having much larger and
diversified ICT sector such as Romania, Ukraine
etc.

•

Market Access: Moldovan companies and freelancers lack the resources to reach out and build
long term global business relationships.

OPPORTUNITIES
•

•
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Niche Capabilities: Some of the Moldovan
companies have developed niche capabilities in IT
products and are exporting globally. Such capabilities can be leveraged to build a unique value
proposition and attract investors to the country.
Ease of coordination & management: The
size and of the industry while being a limitation
for scaling up resource intensive services, can
prove to be an advantage as coordination and
management of strategic initiatives such as skills
gap assessment, long term investment promotion
etc. become easier.

•

Targeted market access for non-linear
growth: The Moldovan IT industry instead of
spreading itself thin, should focus on increasing
market access for the identified target markets
and services to achieve non-linear growth.

•

Marketing channel through donor agencies: Leveraging the active participation of the
donor agencies such as the World Bank, USAID
and SIDA in the sector, entrepreneurs can implement and mature their offerings in the emerging
areas, especially in e-government and fintech.

CHALLENGES
•

Lack of an Investment Promotion
Strategy:
A sustained long term process based on comprehensive evaluation of the sector for developing
the sector’s brand visibility and awareness using
market intelligence is required to effectively reach
out to target customers.

•

Investment Promotion Capabilities: A dedicated investment promotion cell is required to
develop and implement a long-term marketing
strategy for the sector.

•

Investor Access: Lack of domestic venture capital and large foreign investors inhibit the growth
and competitiveness of the sector.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

•• Developed targeted marketing strategy: Based on the identified niche service capabilities
and offerings in Moldova, a country promotion strategy should be developed that aims to increase awareness
of Moldova’s unique selling proposition in the target markets.

•• Address underdeveloped management practices: Soft skills are as important as technical skills in the IT industry, given the international contractual activities and worldwide communication. Supporting institutions for the IT industry in Moldova need to address this to improve communication & management practices of Moldovan companies.

•• Address insufficient investment promotion training:

Sustainable long term Investment promotion requires dedicated resources with key marketing and communication skills, which can be
developed through regular workshops and training.

•• Address insufficient industry promotion: Supporting institutions should facilitate repeated and consistent participation of Moldovan companies in strategic international fairs and events.

•• Address Gaps in Certifications & Standards: The supporting institutions should take
into account and recognize IT certifications issued in the private sector and encourage more public/private
partnerships, such as the Moldova Cisco Networking Academy.
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2.5 Conclusion of Current State Assessment
Capacity Development: One of the biggest challenges facing companies in
knowledge-based economies is that of securing an adequate number of employees with the necessary skillsets. Right skills and size of the local resource pool
are crucial for companies looking to establish offshore operations or domestic
firms to scale their operations. The
type of skills most relevant to IT
industry include domain, technical, language, people and managerial competencies. Moldova, given
the limited size of its workforce
and graduate pool, is not suited for
BPO or volume centric IT services.
To leverage its local talent pool, it
should focus on finding niche IT
& mobility capabilities and develop industry aligned mass-skilling
programs to train its graduates.

Moldova has moved up rapidly on
the doing business index, the perception of corruption and political instability need to be tackled
through active marketing and passing stricter laws. EU integration
agenda is driving multiple policy
reforms that are expected to make the business environment and investment climate more conducive in the near term. Outreach to donor agencies for funds to
take up the above initiatives will be essential.

Infrastructure Development: Physical IT park development should be a high

priority action item for the government to be considered a serious contender for
international investments in the IT sector. At least one technology park as per
international standards should be setup to house at least 10000 skilled resources
(50% of expected employment numbers in 2020). Proactive action needs to be
taken to improve international air connectivity and domestic transport systems.
It is also essential to setup innovation labs for digital technologies, animation &
gaming, engineering design services (ER&D) and e-governance.

Investment Promotion: Moldova’s IT services and products must be represent-

ed by an empowered and adequately funded industry association. It is important
that in the initial years the industry association works in close collaboration with
ICT ministry and donor agencies like USAID, to market and promote the industry in global markets. Some countries also establish an implementing agency that
drives the Government’s IT agenda forward. Moreover, critical initiatives such as
mass-skilling, investment promotion etc. can be taken up by the industry association. It is important to coach and mentor the industry members with the branding
message so that a single coherent message is transmitted to the audience in target
markets.
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Business Eco-System: Although
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3. Demand Side Assessment
3.1 Global Trends
Global trends, driven by changing political landscape and maturing of digital technologies, will continue to influence the spend on IT. The most important among the trends are:

Figure 7 Global Trends influencing spend on technology

Global Technology Spend
Amidst economic and political volatility across the world, digital technology is being adopted in
multiple ways to gain efficiency, transparency and customer centricity. The democratization of information enables the end user to influence decisions on technology spends even more. While commoditized IT will continue to be a significant part of the spend, the next wave of growth in technology
will be driven by disruptive digital technologies such as platforms, cloud, big data analytics and
mobility. Ancillary services such as cybersecurity and service-integration will also be crucial as buyers
grapple to understand the adoption approach and risks of new technologies. The total spend and
growth of IT globally is shown.
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Figure 8 Global Technology Spend

Key Trends 10

•

Worldwide BPM (Business Process Management) spend in 2015 saw about 3 per cent growth
over 2014 with analytics services emerging as the largest growth driver. Buyers are beginning to
expect analytics as part of bundled BPM services.

•

Hardware saw more than 6.5 per cent growth, driven by higher consumption of mobile devices
and tablets.

•

Global ER&D (Engineering, Research & Development) spend reached ~USD 1.5 trillion, a
growth of about 4 per cent over 2014. Fortune 1,000 corporations accounted for nearly 45 per
cent share at USD 680 billion. Investments in emerging technologies especially robotics, 3D
Printing, IoT/connected devices as well as SMAC technologies drove the growth in this segment.
Country level ‘smart’ initiatives around transportation, infrastructure, buildings, cities, etc. are
also fueling growth in this segment.

Global Outsourcing Trends
Out of the technology segments described above, IT services, BPM and ER&D are outsourced.
Spends on these segments are shown below:

Figure 9 Global Outsourcing Spend (US$ Bn)
10
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NASSCOM ITSR 2016
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Annual growth of technology spends varied between 2.4% and 3.5%, over the past few years. The
trends indicate a decreasing trend in capital expenditure and increasing operational spend on IT
through adoption of cloud based services.
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Compared to the 3.5% growth in the global technology spend, global outsourcing saw strong
growth of 8% in 2015
•

Growth in ER&D outsourcing (25% between 2012 and 2015) was driven by demand and increasing capacity among service providers to provide the service for IoT/connected devices. At
10%, this was the annually fastest growing segment in 2015.

•

The demand for BPM, the fastest growing segment (32% between 2012 and 2015) was driven by
robotic process automation and business platforms.

•

US policies are expected to be protectionist and present a significant risk to outsourcing of resource intensive services from US in 2017.

Key Verticals
•

For IT-BPM sourcing, Automotive and Aerospace, Banking & Financial Services, Government,
Healthcare and Telecom were the key growth drivers.

Figure 10 Outsourcing Spend by Industries

•

Automotive and Aerospace, Defense, Insurance and Retail are the sectors which exhibited growth
greater than 25 per cent in terms of IT-BPM outsourcing spend over 2015, while Energy and
Utilities, Government, and Publishing, Media and Entertainment sectors had a decline greater
than 25 per cent in total contract value.

•

Businesses are preferring to sign shorter contracts and utilize cloud based as-a-service models
compared to 5-7 years’ contracts for traditional outsourcing

•

Energy and Utilities are increasingly adopting the Internet of Things (IoT) to reduce production
and distribution costs and become more customer centric. The Banking & Financial Services are
investing more in mobile platforms and solutions driven by analytics.

•

In ER&D outsourcing, Automotive & Aerospace and Telecom & Hi-Tech will continue to dominate the market in the coming few years. The focus of outsourcing will include introducing new
features and technologies, green tech, product safety, digitization and cost optimization including
manufacturing and sustenance engineering. ER&D outsourcing is also expected to move upwards
in their value, with increasing demand for designing and value engineering services.
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Key Markets and Destinations
•

Americas continue to be the major outsourcer, contributing close to 50%, followed by EMEA at
27% and Asia at 23%.

•

India continues to be the preferred destination for outsourcing. Asia is still the preferred outsourcing region following by CEE and LATAM. The following graphic depicts the share of outsourcing
countries and number of new service delivery centers opened by region.
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Figure 11 Share of outsourcing spend and number of new service delivery centers opened by region, 2015
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3.2 Europe Trends
While UK forms the largest outsourcing market in the Europe, demand for high-value IT services is
fast growing in Germany, Sweden and Poland
•

Germany & United Kingdom continue to
lead the European outsourcing market. However, a significant part of outsourcing spend
in the European market is emerging from the
Nordics (two countries from the Nordics Norway & Sweden among top 5 spenders in
Europe).

•

Germany-based ER&D spenders, particularly automotive companies, are increasingly
exploring offshoring/ nearshoring to service
providers in low-cost locations because of
high wage inflation and changes in staffing
laws making temporary in-house staffing
more difficult.

•

Impact of Brexit: In the near term, demand
for new contracts from UK will stagnate as
UK based firms (esp. public sector/government) will await government strategy on
Brexit. Nearshoring is likely to slow down.

Figure 12 Outsourcing + packaged software
spends by the key markets in Europe (US$ Bn)

Key Verticals
•

Automotive & Aerospace (USD 8.8 Bn), Banking & Financial Services (USD 9.5 Bn), Government (USD 12.9 Bn) & Telecom (USD 16.2 Bn) were the largest spenders among Industry
verticals.

Figure 13 Outsourcing Spend by Industries- Europe
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Europe- Onshore Vs Nearshore Vs Offshore

Figure 14 Country-wise Sourcing Mix

Figure 15 Industry-wise Sourcing Mix
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•

As shown in the graphs above, Denmark, German & Finland based buyers have the highest propensity in Europe to near-shore

•

Buyers from Oil & Gas, Life Sciences & Telecom industries have the highest propensity to nearshore.
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It is of interest for an upcoming nearshore location to note “who is outsourcing where” to analyze
propensities of choosing on/near/off shore options of outsourcing. The following graphs capture propensity in Europe to choose between the three options while outsourcing.
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4 Target Markets by Services
& Solutions
Based on assessment of the Moldovan IT outsourcing market, interviews and discussions with various stakeholders and analysis of the global IT outsourcing market, it is recommended that while
Moldova should keep sustaining and expanding its traditionally strong capability areas (Application
development, maintenance and testing services for the Western Europe & U.S. markets); the industry
as a priority should focus on target markets with innovative solutions as described in this section for
achieving non-linear growth of the Industry.
The changing political scenario in the United States, uncertainties of Brexit’s outcomes for Europe,
transformation led by digital technologies & inherent challenge of scaling up FTE based IT services
from Moldova, warrant Moldova’s focus on the selected markets and solutions. This approach will
help channelize efforts and resources for better results oriented towards rapid growth of the sector.
The key target markets imply certain services/solutions in identified geographies for selected industries/verticals. These are captured as a summary in the graphic below and described in detail in the
following pages of this section.

Figure 16 Target Markets & Services

Geographically, the identified target markets can be classified as Established (Nordics & Western
Europe and Americas) and Alternate (ASPAC, MEA).
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4.1 Engineering R&D Services

Figure 17 Outsource-ability of ER&D Functions (Source: NASSCOM)

Many companies start their sourcing journey with less complex services such as release management,
new version development, proof of concept and ongoing product enhancements. Starting with staff
augmentation models, companies can move into an offshore delivery model in three to five years.
Based on the complexity of the service, an engagement last from a few months to several years.
Given Moldova’s niche in this service, it can provide services such as digitization, design & manufacturing support, testing, prototyping, CAE analysis to the following key markets:

Europe
1.

Banking & financial services, telecom and healthcare verticals in the Nordics

Rationale:
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•

The Nordics emerge as a global hotspot for R&D and Innovation. In the latest Bloomberg Innovation Index, Sweden (Rank 2), Finland (Rank 5) and Denmark (Rank 8) emerge as some of the
most innovative economies in the world, based on R&D spend as well as concentration of hi-tech
companies.

•

Norway (USD 4.4 Billion) was ranked fourth in entire Europe in IT-BPO spend. Norwegian
cooperation can also be leveraged in the area of access to finance for Moldovan entrepreneurs in
the ICT sector (e.g. Access Moldova- iHub Project)

•

Denmark & Finland emerge as countries which prefer nearshoring more than other European
countries while outsourcing IT. Nearshoring constituted 26% (highest in Europe) of Denmark’s
spend on IT Outsourcing, while Finland ranked third in Europe with 18% nearshore spend.
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Sourcing is fast gaining adoption in Engineering Research and Development (ER&D). From being
protective about IP in product development, original equipment manufacturing (OEMs) and independent software vendors (ISVs) are now looking at developing the product ecosystem and customer
centric services through sourcing and partnerships. Focus of such collaborative services include product development support, platforms configuration and localization. This is helping OEMs and ISVs
reduce product time to market, increase product lifetime, and enter new markets besides optimizing
the operations. Following graph illustrates the services with their potential for outsourcing:
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•

Multiple studies indicate that Nordic companies are seeking near-shore captive solutions or nearshore outsourcing arrangements.

•

Moldovan companies should focus on two key verticals that are increasing outsourcing ER&D:
o Telecom: with the proliferation of connected devices, firms are looking at new avenues
for revenue. Moldovan companies can support innovation solutions in customer analytics, enhanced user experience design, tracking and logging applications, data compression and network virtualization.
o Medical Devices: IoTs are enabling miniaturization of several devices for self and remote
care. Here, Moldovan companies can support in designing and testing sensing, tracking
and reporting applications along through data analytics. Further, these medical devices
can also be localized for the Balkans region through value engineering.
o Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) are increasingly spending money on software product development. To take advantage of this, Moldovans should focus on product lifecycle management and product/equipment testing.
o Banking and finance services: Moldovan companies should strengthen their existing
capabilities in FinTech and assist the product development companies in designing,
developing, testing and localizing their mobility and website based solutions.
o For the above, Moldovan companies should develop capabilities in requirement gathering, algorithm development, software design and coding as well as integration testing.
o Data being at heart of the solutions also make them very vulnerable. Moldovan companies can gain a competitive advantage by showing prowess in data and cyber security
solutions. For this it can partner with Israeli companies looking to break into the European nearshore market.

2.

Automotive industry in Germany

Rationale:
•

From an R&D services perspective, Germany-based R&D spenders, particularly automotive
companies, are increasingly exploring offshoring/nearshoring to service providers in low-cost locations because of high wage inflation and changes in staffing laws making temporary in-house
staffing more difficult.

•

German OEMs are spent around one third of the global R&D expenditure in the automotive
industry in 2016 (approx. EUR 20 Billion). Companies such as Volkswagen, Mahle GmbH are
at the forefront in terms of R&D spend in the global automotive industry.

•

To take advantage of this opportunity, Moldovan companies should strengthen its domain expertise in automotive and capabilities in CAD/CAM designing, design of low complex parts, 2D and
3D modeling, stress and crash analysis, finite element analysis, simulations etc.

•

Moldovans can strengthen their offerings in this sector by increasing their capabilities in IoT software design for manufacturing and supply chain.

3.

Banking and Finance industry in Russia

Rationale:
•

Apart from continuing to upsell and cross-sell traditional IT services and leverage their relationships in the region, Moldovan companies should look at offering its Fintech solutions to the
growing banking & finance industry in the CIS region.
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•

Core banking solutions such as mobile banking & payments, digital wallets, remittance transfers
etc. will gain acceptability in the region.

Approach:
•

Leverage existing partnerships with buyers and product firms in Russia.

•

Apart from continuing to upsell and cross-sell traditional IT services and leverage their relationships in the region, Moldovan companies should look at offering its Fintech solutions to the
growing banking & finance industry in the CIS region.

•

The product lifecycle for some of these products can also be supported from Moldova.

4.2 E-Government

Figure 18 Key Trends in E-Government

Moldovan firms can enhance their eGovernment services especially in the areas of digitization of
public records, electronic payments & gateways, tax registration and collection services, open data
and licensing among others to target the following key markets:
Africa
1.

Provide e-Government consulting & products to country governments, especially
in East-Africa

Rationale:
•
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With development institutions such as the World Bank, Commonwealth secretariat, African Development Bank etc. focusing on e-government initiatives including innovation in public services
delivery in the African continent, the region presents a significant IT opportunity for Moldova.
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E-Government enables country, state and local governments to deliver inter-departmental (government-to-government), business facilitation (government-to-business) and citizen centric (government-to-citizen) in an efficient, effective and transparent manner. Spending by national, federal and
local governments worldwide on e-Government technology is forecast to grow from $430.1 billion
in 2016 to $476.1 billion by 2020. Following are the key trends in E-Government:
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•

With the Moldovan e-government landscape and E-government center already considered as a
model for such services in the East African region, Moldova can target such projects funded my
multilateral development institutions in the African continent.

•

Domestic spending and focus on E-Government in Moldova has enhanced competitiveness and
capabilities of some of the Moldovan companies in E-Government consulting, products and services. This capability can be further enhanced and leveraged to target upcoming e-government
initiatives across the African continent.

Approach:
•

Leverage partnerships with development institutions.

•

Continue expanding current market in Africa.

•

In order to further mature Moldova’s e-government product developers can partner with South
Korean, Indian and Israeli firms to resell and for product development and customization. This
will help Moldovan firms learn through technology transfer.

•

Cyber security for open data can be provided through partnership with Israeli firms.

Europe
1.

Provide e-Government consulting & products to country governments of CIS
countries (except Russia)

Rationale:
•

With development institutions such as the World Bank, USAID etc. focusing on enhancing public administration in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan etc., there is an increasing demand for
e-government solutions in the region.

Approach:
•

Leverage partnerships with Russian and Georgian firms to further mature Moldova’s e-government product developers and resell and for product development
and customization.

•

Leverage existing partnerships and support
from development institutions.
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4.3 Localization of Gaming and other IT Products
Localization refers to adaptation of a product or service to suit the needs of a particular language,
culture or desired “look-and-feel.” Game localization refers to transformation of video game software
and hardware to be imported and sold in a new region. The challenges for developers are to forge local
distribution networks and adapting the product culturally to what works in the target region. The
process includes any changes made to art assets, new packaging or manuals, audio, hardware, content
editing to suit different cultural sensitivities.
Depending on the financial viability of importing a game to a new location, a number of different
levels of localization may be undertaken such as partial localization (some of a game’s assets are translated) or full localization, where in all of a game’s assets (voiceover, game text, graphics, and manuals)
are translated.
The major types of localization are:
a. Linguistic and Cultural
b. Hardware and Software
c. Graphics and music
Mobile developers are increasingly seeking to make their apps available in multiple languages. This
has been a growth area in 2016 and will continue to be in demand in 2017. Given Moldova’s upcoming gaming and animation sector, the country can target the following key markets:

1.

Product customization & localization of U.S. products for Europe, CEE & ME

Rationale:
•

With the changing outsourcing policy stance in the United States, Moldovan companies can
target localization and customization services for enterprise/user applications for American companies across industries that require localization to expand market reach in Europe, CIS, Middle
East & Africa.

•

16% of total US-EU trade in services comprises Information technology products/services. The
United States exported USD 178 Billion worth of IT & Business services in 2016.

•

Media & Entertainment, Gaming & Animation industries in the United States need customization services for market expansion and Moldovan companies have displayed capabilities and
promise in the areas of gaming and animation. Moldova can further develop this capability to
target American companies looking to expand in the Europe & ME consumer market.

Approach:
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•

Increase market visibility of Moldovan gaming products through economical marketing channels
such as social media.

•

Increase participation in international gaming fairs in America.

•

Start by focusing on less complex services such as translation and customization followed by
scripting, game development and characterization.

•

Develop capabilities in virtual reality, augmented reality and motion sensing.
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Americas & Western Europe
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4.4 Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Many clerical and rules based human tasks such as data entry, executive assistance and even end-toend business processes are being automated through software today. There is a wide array of RPA
solutions being adopted by the BPM industry today, driven by the need for cutting costs, increasing
efficiency, improved service delivery and advances in automation technology. The following chart
represents the various automation solutions and their categories in the BPM Industry:

Figure 19 Automation Solutions

RPA has wide applications and use cases in scenarios of transaction processing, repeatable computer-centric processes etc. Invoice processing, order processing and claims management are some of
the processes which are potential targets for RPA. The RPA technology supplier ecosystem consists
of 3 key participants: BPM/IT service providers, RPA technology vendors and specialist technology
integrators.
Although the current BPM spend impacted by RPA is comparatively low, it has grown at over 100%
CAGR over the last two years and is expected to ultimately impact 30-40% of total BPM spend.
RPA has proven to reduce costs by 35-65% for onshore process operations and 10-30% in offshore
delivery. Currently BPM spend impacted by RPA is around USD 125-175 Million. North America
accounts for over half of the RPA market and Europe accounts for one-third. Large enterprises comprise of close to 70% of the current adoption of RPA.
The RPA opportunity varies by industry and function. Regulated industries with high-volume transactional business processes offer the most potential for RPA. BFSI, Insurance, Healthcare & Pharma, Manufacturing, Telecom & Travel present high potential opportunities for RPA. Within these
industries F&A, Procurement, Human Resource, Contact Center functions present high potential
use cases for RPA application.
Given Moldova’s niche in this service, it can provide RPA services in client profiling, claims processing, underwriting, policy administration, statement processing, benefits administration and user
registration in:
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Western Europe
1.

RPA for BFSI industry in the Europe, especially the UK

Rationale:
•

With automation emerging as a key trend in BPO, IT services or products from Moldova in the
area of BPO automation have promising potential in Western Europe.

•

From a business process perspective, customer service has emerged as a clear priority for UK firms
while outsourcing.

•

Services or products that automate or help deliver a smooth customer experience across digital
channels can be a key offering in the UK market across industries, specifically Banking & telecom.

•

From a business process perspective, transactional processes in Procurement, F&A, IT & Supply
Chain are most likely to be automated. 2017 is expected to witness 1.2 Billion USD of projected
outsourcing spend getting impacted by RPA.

•

Automation software vendor revenues have grown with a CAGR of 32% from USD 300 Million
in 2013 to USD 520 Million in 2015.

•

Partner with small and medium BPO firms in Europe to identify opportunities to automate and
develop RPA and business platforms.

•

Leverage existing partnerships in the UK and Germany.

4.5 Disruptive Technologies
Disruptive technologies are emerging technologies, that have the potential to transform the way people live and interact with their environment. These technologies have the potential to create significant economic impact. Some of these technologies that can be targeted by Moldovan IT companies
to stimulate non-linear growth in the near future are:
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
AI and ML are considered to be one of the most important technology trends of the next ten years.
Leading IT product companies such as Google, Microsoft, SalesForce and IBM among others have
been updating their ML and deep learning algorithms to enable systems to work on their own without human intervention. This can help change future behaviour of interactions or model real time
transaction to prevent fraudulent financial transfers, modelling clinical treatment, translate spoken
language in real-time etc.
Internet of Things
Internet of Things connects everyday electronic devices/equipment over a network, gathering information and allowing management of such devices through software applications to increase efficiency, enhance safety and sustainability. Various systems and related devices/equipment that are being
used in new ways with the help of IoT are smart homes (HVAC, security, appliances, lighting etc.),
smart cities (smart meters, traffic management systems, emergency response systems etc.), industrial
internet (real time analytics. industrial automation, robotics, digital supply chain etc.), smart cars
(maintenance & diagnostics. navigation, fleet management etc.) and smart wearables.
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Approach:
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Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)
VR and AR will be very important for industries that want customers to have immersive experiences
with their products and services. These industries include gaming (multiplayer online role playing
games), education & training (classroom simulation), industrial & manufacturing (gesture & motion
tracking), entertainment (multidimensional viewing experience) and retail. VR/AR will significantly
transform how people work, learn, play, exercise, communicate, transact, socialize, and consume content. The investment VR and AR start-ups has already exceeded $4 Billion in the US with hardware,
infrastructure & tools consuming the chunk or the investment.
Block Chains & Distributed Ledgers
A block chain is a type of distributed ledger, comprised of unchangeable, digitally recorded data in
packages called blocks. The block chain technology market size is expected to grow from USD 210.2
Million in 2016 to USD 2,312.5 Million by 2021, at a CAGR of 61.5%. The major growth drivers
of the market are transparency & immutability, faster transactions, and reduced total cost of ownership. Payments application holds the largest share of the block chain technology market in 2016.
The need for banking and financial transactions has evolved from traditional payments systems to be
seamlessly integrated into new and always connected lifestyle which is fuelling the growth of block
chain-based payment solutions. The digital identity market is expected to grow at the highest rate
as the block chain technology would make digital identities more secure and efficient, resulting in
seamless sign-ons and will reduce identity frauds.
Big Data Analytics
•

Business intelligence and analytics market is expected to be in the final stages of a multiyear shift
from IT-led, system-of-record reporting to business-led, self-service analytics. Some of the biggest
service providers in this area are shown below:

Figure 20 Analytics & BI Tool Vendors- Market Share

•

In 2015, the Business Intelligence (BI) and analytics tool & software market grew 4% to approach
nearly USD 11.6 Billion in license, maintenance and subscription revenues with SAP maintaining market leadership.

•

SAP led the market with 10% market share and USD1.2 Billion in Analytics and Business Intelligence (BI) product revenues.
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•

SAS Institute was No. 2 achieving 9% share; IBM was the third at 8%, and Oracle and Microsoft
were fourth and fifth place with 7% and 5%, respectively.

Moldova can develop niche capabilities in these areas and can target the following key markets:
Americas
1.

Strategic tie-ups with start-ups for gaining maturity & partner in expansion

Rationale:
•

While many Moldovan companies already serve North American clients, a resurgent American IT
Outsourcing market presents the opportunity for Moldovan companies to provide value added
services such as ER&D Services and products/services based on disruptive technologies such as
machine learning/AI, block chain, Analytics as a service etc.

Rationale:
•

The Moldovan IT Industry should target for innovation and high-end services based strategic
tie-ups with United States and Silicon Valley based new technology start-ups that will provide the
opportunity for non-linear growth to the Moldovan IT Industry.

Services such as application development, maintenance, testing and infrastructure operations that are
outsourced to a firm or through staff augmentation are considered traditional services. Many Moldovan firms provide these services to domestic market whilst few firms provide these to international
markets. It is important to continue to build capabilities in these services to ensure sustained growth,
continuity and generate money to invest in building capabilities in disruptive technologies.
Gateway to Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) for Indian service providers
Rationale:
•

Due to increase in demand for nearshoring in Europe, Indian service providers are constantly
looking to establish operations for outsourcing and establishing a captive in an economically
advantageous location.

Approach:
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•

Invite Indian firms by partnering with the Indian IT industry association – NASSCOM.

•

Become sales channels for Nordics and CIS region.

•

Assist in registering and expanding business by leveraging existing relationships domestically and
in Europe.
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4.6 Traditional Services
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4.7 Summary
Following is the summary of Moldova’s target markets along with their estimated market size and
potential (market) for the country.

Figure 21 Target Markets for Moldovan IT Industry
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5. Industry Development Roadmap

Figure 22 Industry Pillars

The proper implementation of the initiatives detailed in the following section, will lead to achievement of the following strategic objectives of Moldova’s IT Industry.

Figure 23 Strategic Objectives

The recommended initiatives, mechanisms, performance indicators and stakeholders for each phase
are discussed below:
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After analyzing the current state of Moldova’s IT Industry, assessing the global demand landscape
and identifying the key markets (Geographies, Services & Solutions), a set of short term (0-2 Years)
and medium term (2-5 Years) initiatives have been recommended that need to be implemented in
a synchronized and coordinated manner in order to achieve the potential for non-linear growth that
exists in Moldova’s IT Industry. The interventions are classified under these interventions across 4
Pillars of the IT Industry as illustrated in the following graphic.
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Stakeholders
G - Government
C - Corporate
D - Development Institutions
A - Academia

Responsibility (Colors)
Primary
Catalyst
Support

Capacity Development
Short Term Initiatives (0-2 Years)

Initiative
-

-

-

-

-

-

Suggested Mechanism

Performance Indicators

Design Incentives for both domestic and international
private IT training companies.
-

Number of private training companies

Develop and promote MOOC (Massive
Open Online Courses)
programs to provide
beginner to advanced
level trainings in core/
emerging technologies

Collaborate with local
industry and international vendors to develop
and market a MOOC
platform for a range of
beginner to advanced level trainings in IT.

Number of MOOC
Courses

Design incentives for encouraging local IT
companies to pursue internationally
recognized specialty
certifications for their
employees

Provide incentives linked
to tangible outcomes (Internationally recognized
certifications) for their
employees.

Encourage more private training companies providing specialized training

-

Indicative Investments- USD 1 Mn to 2 Mn

Number of trainees
Number of certifications

Number of registered
participants in courses
Number of course completion and certifications

-

Number and amount
of benefits/incentives
claimed by private companies

-

Number of certifications

Leverage Industry Interaction and support to
facilitate short specialized
training programs at the IT center of Excellence.

Number of training programs

Leverage IT Centre
of Excellence/Tekwill
to facilitate short specialized training programs for both technology, management/
business skills upgradation for students
and IT workers

-

-

Position this as a secondary revenue source and
branding opportunity for
students and potential
hires for companies.

Facilitate cross industry learning and
knowledge exchange
between core industries and IT Sector

-

Encourage more training initiatives such as ConvertIT
to encourage workers
from other sectors to
contribute to the development of high value ER&D
services in Moldova.

Number of cross-industry
skilling programs

Ministry of education
should review requirements of academic
qualifications for teaching to enable industry experts
in joining academia parttime/full time.

Number of guest lectures,
seminars and workshops

Improve Industry-Uni- versity Engagement

-

Primary
Stakeholders*

Number of participants

Number of participants

Number of students
participating
Student feedback

Incentivize Universities/
Colleges to invite industry
experts for guest lectures,
workshops or seminars
for students.
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Performance Indicators

Improve Curriculum & Pedagogy

Ministry of IT and
association of private
IT companies should
collaborate with Universities to setup a formal
annual/bi-annual review
mechanism involving
industry experts for reviewing and implementing changes in curriculum
and pedagogy in ICT
courses.

-

Encourage Industry participation in governing boards of universities for ongoing
curricula & pedagogy
advice

Ministry of IT and
association of private
IT companies should
collaborate to encourage universities to
include industry experts
in governing boards to
achieve better Industry
Academia alignment.

-

Encourage Universities and colleges
to leverage international vendor educational programs,
e.g. Microsoft, Intel,
Cisco etc.

-
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Suggested Mechanism

-

-

Primary
Stakeholders*

Feedback from students
Feedback from fresh
graduates

Number of Universities appointing industry
experts in governing
boards

Ministry of Education
and Ministry of IT should
encourage Universities to leverage major
international vendor
education schemes such
as those provided by
Microsoft, Intel & Cisco.

Number of international
vendor programs
Number of students
enrolled

-

Encourage Universi- ties to achieve Internationally recognized
accreditations in
computing/informatics education

Ministry of Education
and Ministry of IT should
also encourage Universities to achieve international accreditations for
their IT courses such as
those provided by EQANIE, European Quality
Assurance Network for
Informatics Education.

Number of accreditations

-

Introduction of
business management and business
language modules in
curricula

-

Universities should be
encouraged to include
management and business language modules
(German, French, Italian
etc.) to increase employability of fresh graduates.

Number of courses
introduced
Number of students
opting courses
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Primary
Stakeholders*
Indicative Investments- USD 4 Mn to 5 Mn

Initiative

Suggested Mechanism

Medium Term Initiatives
(2-5 Years)
-

-

-

Encourage Teacher Development
Programs providing
Industry Exposure/
Internships to Teachers

Establish a wellmanaged internship
placement process
to facilitate matchmaking as per student-company preferences and retain
high quality fresh
graduates in the
Moldovan IT Workforce

Association of private
IT companies should
arrange for teaching aids,
course supplements,
project work etc. to be
designed by the industry
for introduction in Universities or Colleges.

-

The association could
also encourage University lecturers to gain
industry insights though
shadow projects/internships in collaboration
with IT companies in
Moldova.

-

Since the size of the IT
graduate pool is lower
than 1000, a structured
and well managed
internship program can
be created with collaboration between Ministry
of IT, Ministry of Education, Universities and
association of private IT
companies to facilitate
matchmaking between
internship seeking students and local companies based on market
requirements and merit
of available talent.

Setup combined re- search and training
centers with government assistance to
improve sustainability of continuous emphasis on training

Performance Indicators

Number of industry live
projects
Number of lecturer internships

-

Number of students
participating in the
process

-

Number of companies
participating

-

Number of internships

Government recognized and subsidized
advanced/specialty IT
training/certification
programs for fresh graduates as well as market
oriented research services such as e-Government, Banking, Telecom,
Healthcare etc. can be
combined to develop a
sustainable IT and Electronics Advanced R&D
Institutes of the government on similar lines
such as CDAC (Center
for Development of
Advanced Computing)
in India.

Number of participants
Number of research
projects
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INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Initiative
-

-

Suggested Mechanism

Performance Indicators

Improve availability, affordability and
reliability of Broadband Internet &
Telecom Services
-

Expand international
internet access through
fiber optic links to low- er internet costs.
Commission a study by ANCRETI (National
Telecom regulator) of
international market
regulations to increase
price competitiveness
while maintaining service levels in the Moldovan Market.

Affordability

-

Shared Office space
and telecom/internet
facilities should be pro- vided through Tekwill
to select startups and
entrepreneurs qualifying well defined criteria.

Amount of space

Provide subsidized
co-working spaces
and facilities for selected startups

Medium Term Initiatives
(2-5 Years)

Primary
Stakeholders*

Penetration (Percentage
Access)
Quality & Reliability
(Secure Internet Servers Per 1000 population)

Number of registered
members

Indicative Investments- USD 40 Mn to 45 Mn

Initiative
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Indicative Investments- USD 5 Mn to 10 Mn

Suggested Mechanism

Performance Indicators

-

Develop a world
class IT Park

-

The Ministry of IT in
collaboration with MIEPO and Association of
private IT companies
should systematically
pursue real estate investors for investing in
a world class IT Park in
Moldova.

Number of investor
meetings or site visits

-

Develop infrastructure/Transport
systems to enable
efficient local and
international connectivity with city
centers, IT Parks
etc.

-

Ministry of IT, MIEPO
in collaboration with
Ministry of Roads and
Infrastructure should
prepare plans for improvements to urban
mobility and infrastructure to attract investors
to Moldova’s growing
IT sector.

WEF Global competitiveness rankings

Primary
Stakeholders*
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Short Term Initiatives (0-2 Years)
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BUSINESS ECO-SYSTEM
Short Term Initiatives (0-2 Years)

Indicative Investments- USD 2 Mn to 3 Mn

Initiative

Performance Indicators

Suggested Mechanism

Ministry of ICT &
Ministry of Finance
in collaboration with
MIEPO and Moldovan
Association of Private ICT companies can
carry out a benchmark
technology R&D Investment & Startup
incentives in Moldova
and craft an incentives
proposal aligned with
the current state and
future objectives of the
IT sector.

Design & Implement technology
R&D Investment
Incentives for both
established local/
multinational companies as well as
startups and entrepreneurs

-

-

Leverage Tekwill/
IT Innovation Center of Excellence to
provide wide ranging incubation support to technology
startups

-

Incubation Support
such as guidance/mentorship, shared technical resources, co-working space, seed funds,
business development,
shared legal & regulatory compliance support
etc. can be provided to
selected entrepreneurs
& startups through Tekwill.

-

Establish a competitive network of
hubs to facilitate
sustainable ecosystem for startups
and entrepreneurs

-

The network should
be encouraged to act
as the IT Innovation
Center of excellence
and can play a central
role in coordinating
a vibrant technology
start-up ecosystem

-

Number of startups/
entrepreneurs provided
assistance under various categories.

-

Establish 4 ICT ori- ented centers of
excellence, Gaming
& Animation, ER&D
Services, Training

Gaming and Animation
center of excellence
should be established
in collaboration with
school of fine arts

-

Separate metrics for
each center of based
on mandate

-

-

ER&D Center of excellence should be established with industry
partners

Number of Public/
Private companies
collaborating with these
centers.

-

Training center should
be established with
industry academia partnership

-

Primary
Stakeholders*

Introduction of number
id Fiscal Incentives/
Laws.
Increase in R&D Investments.

Number of startups/
entrepreneurs provided assistance through
Tekwill under defined
categories of assistance.
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-

Improve IT sector
data/statistics to
enable data driven
decision/policy making

Performance Indicators

The association of
Private ICT companies
can create and maintain
a directory of IT workers across Moldova on
the lines of National
Skills Registry of India.

-

The directory could be
regularly self-updated
by registered members
and should be linked
with mandatory hiring
requirements for background verification/
checks by Moldovan
IT companies. This
will result in accurate
data capture on human
capital availability in the
country.

-

The Ministry of IT
in collaboration with
association of private
IT companies should
review current fiscal
incentives for R&D
Investments in Moldova, global best practices
and prepare a proposal for the Ministry
of Finance to provide
incentives to such
investments.

-

Review and update
tax policies for investments in R&D
and technology
startups.

-

Improve perception of corruption and
ease of doing business in Moldova.

The Ministry of IT
in collaboration with
e-government center
can try accelerating
e-government programs for increasing
transparency, accountability and ease
of doing business in
Moldova.

Accelerate domes- tic consumption
through e-government programs and
ICT Investments for
innovation and improvement in public
services delivery

-
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Suggested Mechanism

Primary
Stakeholders*

Number of registered
members
Yearly update Compliance Percentage

Number and amount
foreign direct investments in R&D.

-

Ranking in International
Corruption Indices

-

Ease of doing business
ranking

The e-government cen- ter can employ more
local ICT companies to
develop capabilities to enhance public service
delivery not only in
Moldova but other
emerging countries
which look up to Moldova for e-Government
capability development.

Number of e-government projects
Spend on e-government projects
Progress/Completion
of projects as per
e-government strategy
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Initiative
-

Facilitate digitization, remove barriers to digital payments

Suggested Mechanism
-

Remove barriers to
e-commerce, and encourage or incentivize
e-payments to move
towards a less cash
economy.

Performance Indicators
-

Medium Term Initiatives (2-5 Years)
Initiative

Suggested Mechanism

Total Number & Value
of electronic transactions

Indicative Investments- USD 4 Mn to 5 Mn
Performance Indicators

-

Develop a systematic approach to
Innovation executed
through a country
level Innovation Systems framework

Ministry of Information Technology (MITC)
along with Ministry
of Education and Association of Private
ICT companies should
define an Innovation
Systems Framework
for Moldova on similar lines such as the
OECD approach and
other systems such as
National Innovation
System of Australia,
National Innovation
System of Japan etc.

Institutionalization of
National Innovation
Systems Framework

-

Develop Incubator
Networks with help
from Moldovan consular offices in Target Markets

Create a network of 3 to 4 incubators in identified target markets
by either tying up with established incubators
in these markets or
setup Moldovan Incubators with support
from consular offices
and diaspora networks
in target markets.

Number of Incubators/Networks

-

Primary
Stakeholders*

Primary
Stakeholders*

Number of startups/
entrepreneurs facilitated market access
through rotation
Number of tie-ups,
investments etc.

Qualify, select and
rotate batches of
startups/entrepreneurs
from Moldova for business development and
investor meets/events
at these incubators.
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-

-

Improve protection of intellectual
property rights and
reduce software piracy

Suggested Mechanism

-

Global competitiveness
Index rankings

Both public and private sector companies
should be incentivized
in the form of fiscal or
financial incentives to
spend on IT Systems,
Services and products
for efficiency and innovation. The Ministry of
IT along with Ministry
of Finance should
come up with clear
criteria for companies
to qualify their costs
under such an incentive
category.

Total domestic spend
on IT systems, services
and products.

-

To attract investments
in R&D, Moldova
should implement
legislations in line with
TRIPS and other IP
Protection standards.

-

Strong anti-piracy laws
should also be effectively implemented
given the high incidence
of software piracy.

Provide fiscal incen- tives to companies
from other sectors
for investments in
efficiency seeking
ICT Investments
such as digital
transformations
leveraging new
technologies- cloud,
analytics, mobility,
AI etc.

Performance Indicators

Primary
Stakeholders*

INVESTMENT PROMOTION
Short Term Initiatives (0-2 Years)
Initiative
-
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Identify niche technology companies/
startups and facilitate participation
in events such as
exhibitions/ trade
shows, investor
summits, conferences, coder
conferences and
hackathons etc. in
target markets

Indicative Investments- USD 2 Mn to 3 Mn

Suggested Mechanism
-

Performance Indicators

IT Center of Excellence/Tekwill with support from Government
and Donor Agencies
should select/shortlist exceptional students,
entrepreneurs & startups to facilitate their
participation in events,
exhibitions, trade
shows, competitions,
investor matchmaking
events etc. in target
markets.

Number of identified
startups/entrepreneurs
as per criteria
Number of events participated

Primary
Stakeholders*
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Initiative
-

Suggested Mechanism

Facilitate and support Moldovan
Entrepreneurs for
selection in global
incubation programs such as those
in Silicon Valley or
supported by large
technology firms
such as Facebook,
Google etc.
Support business
development links
between Moldovan
companies and
global service providers/buyers/startups/ER&D firms
based in target
markets

-

Facilitate inbound
events and startup-investor matchmaking events

-

-

Develop Unique
Value Proposition,
Service Proposition

-

-

Performance Indicators

Tekwill or Incubator
network should raise
awareness of global
startup incubation pro- grams in the silicon-valley and other mature
target markets such as
the Nordics.

The association of
private ICT companies
should establish a dedicated matchmaking
service for providing
support to Moldovan
companies and entrepreneurs in connecting
with service providers,
buyers.

Number of startups
selected.
Number of entrepreneurs assisted
Feedback from delegation

-

Number of NDA’s or
teaming agreements
signed between companies.

-

Feedback from companies.

In collaboration with
global VCs, Investor
Networks, inbound
investor visits or virtual
connect events can be
organized

Number of events

-

Leverage advisory ser- vices from specialized
management consulting
firms to define a unique
value proposition,
service proposition,
Branding & Investment
Promotion Strategy

NA

Improve Internal
Branding and attractiveness for
fresh graduates and
diaspora

-

ATIC can engage with
universities and industry stalwarts including
successful diaspora to
promote the industry
as an attractive career
choice

-

NA

-

Develop social media and digital marketing strategy

-

Leverage services of a dedicated investment
promotion cell or an
established social media
marketing agency to
promote the Industry

Digital Marketing
Metrics

-

Provide support for Marketing, Business
Development and
Investor connects

Leverage Tekwill to
provide shared services

Number of startups
assisted

-

-

Primary
Stakeholders*

Number of external
investor participants

Number of marketing
projects
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Suggested Mechanism

Medium Term Initiatives (2-5 Years)
-

-

-
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Performance Indicators

Indicative Investments- USD 3 Mn to 4 Mn

Facilitate rotational visits/stints of entrepreneur/startup
representatives to
incubator networks
in target markets

Tekwill/Incubator
network should select
exceptional and prom- ising entrepreneurs/
startups/companies
and provide them opportunities in batches
to showcase their businesses/products/innovations to investor networks in target markets
on a rotational basis.

Number of visits

-

The Ministry of ICT
along with association
of private ICT should
take this initiative to or- ganize the freelancing/
part-time workforce of
Moldova by creating an
online platform (similar
to elance/upwork) to
provide matchmaking
for part time contractual job seekers and
local and international
companies having such
opportunities.

Number of registrations

A professionally managed fund to provide
seed capital to promising start-ups fulfilling
well established selection criteria should be
set up. This fund should
be open to participation from domestic, international VCs, Angel
Investors, Donor Funds
as well as Government
grants.

Amount of funding
raised

Facilitate online
outsourcing platforms for matchmaking between
Moldovan Freelancers/Part time IT
workers with both
domestic and foreign part time contractual work and
make the sector
more organized

Establish profession- ally managed seed
fund for technology
startups in Moldova
with government,
donor agency funds
open for due diligence and professional services to
private investors

Primary
Stakeholders*

Feedback from program participants

Number of job/assignment listings

Number of startups
selected and funded
Performance of selected startups
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6. Conclusion
Successful implementation of the IT industry roadmap will require synchronized initiatives in following areas along with ongoing industry promotion activities:

Figure 24 IT Industry Eco-System

It is observed that planned, synchronized, persistent and focused efforts from various stakeholders
can create non-linear growth in IT market resulting in 2.5x times the linear growth.
Figure 25 Synchronized efforts required to grow the IT industry in Moldova

Figure 25 Synchronized efforts required to grow the IT industry in Moldova
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Figure 26 Non-Linear Growth Projections of IT market in Moldova

Figure 27 Socio-Economic Benefits
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Apart from the significant GDP contribution, a growing IT sector can catalyze improvement in multiple socio-economic indicators of the country as captured in the following graphic:
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Moldova ICT Skills Gap Assessment 2016
(USAID Recommendations)
Five focus areas of improvement1.

Improve industry – university engagement
o Industry can be invited to participate in governing bodies and faculty management committees. A good start has been made on this in the new Governing Boards established under
the new Education Code
o University ICT faculty appointed dedicated senior executive responsible for industry engagement.
o Ongoing annual advice on curricula, through a formal annual review progress
o Industry should also provide teaching aids such as case studies, projects

o Requirement of the Education Code that all lecturers must have PhDs needs to be relaxed
for industrial lecturers
o International vendors can assist with teacher training through their education programs
o Modern hardware, software and educational materials continues to be important

o Provision of internships to lecturers, even short term, in order to update and maintain their
current skills
2.

Quicken the pace of improvements to curricula and teaching
o Need of formal mechanism to achieve this objective

o Collaboration with leading European and international universities

o key curricula improvements arising from the surveys and interviews
-

Modern programming languages, especially

-

Java and JavaScript

-

Database and mobile operating systems

-

English language, but also French, German

-

and Italian

-

Personal skills, especially teamwork and communications

-

More practical work, less theoretical

o Basic introduction to business should be included in Bachelor degrees. This could also include entrepreneurship, starting a business, obtaining help including finance, together with
legal and accounting aspects.
o Major international vendor education schemes can be used in universities. They provide
a wealth of curricula materials including lesson plans, teacher guides, some with optional
certification schemes.
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o Move from traditional lectures to a more action-oriented style of teaching, including more
practical work, projects and group assignments rather than individual homework.
o Obtain international accreditation for university programs EQANIE, European Quality
Assurance Network for Informatics Education (e.g. Germany – ASIIN Spain – ANECA,
UK – BCS)
3.

Invest in training programs for ICT specialists outside university
o Encourage more private training companies providing specialized training in programming
languages, such as IUCOSOFT for Java, the most required programming language
o Specialized training initiatives involving experts/mentors from IT companies

o Encourage programs with the goal to form programmers through practical classes, able to
enter the workforce immediately and contribute to the performance of companies, such
as Academy Plus launched by IT Moldova Foundation in partnership with Academy Plus
from Cluj Napoca and École 42 from Paris and ConvertIT, oriented to attract and train
people with non-IT education willing to change their professional orientation.
4.

Exploit the new Tekwill (IT Center of Excellence) as a focus to galvanize action

o Appoint the governing body and senior management, and plan market and deliver the initial batch of services. The international donors have an important role here, specifically in
facilitating arrangements for international trainers, and provision of courseware.
o Tekwill Services to include:
-

Short courses on specific in-demand topics, e.g. Java and JavaScript

-

Teacher training

-

Entrepreneurship, advisory services for

-

start-ups, workbenches

-

Language courses, using a “language laboratory”

-

Certification

o Tekwill should be open all: employees, unemployed and under-employed, and students and
staff from any university or college or none
o The role of women in ICT should be particularly encouraged – this represents an under-exploited source of vital talent for the sector
5.

Improve Statistics
o Difficulty in obtaining accurate statistics for the ICT sector, labor force and related university student numbers
o Recommended that USAID, NBS, Ministry of Education and ATIC co-operate to establish
an annual data collection scheme to keep track of the progress of this vital sector
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o Tekwill center of excellence provides an opportunity and a new mechanism for a renewed
focus on fixing the ICT skills gap. UTM has provided the land and building; USAID,
Sweden, IBM and Microsoft have provided generous financial support for the physical infrastructure.
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Appendix 2. List of Personnel Interviewed in Moldova
Name

Organization

Designation

Contact Information

Karen R.
Hilliard

USAID Moldova

Mission Director

Sergiu
Botezatu, PhD

USAID Moldova

Senior Project
Management
Specialist

Vitalie Tarlev

Ministry of Information
Technology &
Communications

Deputy Minister

Radu Lazar

Endava

Delivery Unit
Manager

Irakli
Kashibadze

Georgia’s Innovation &
technology Agency

Chairman

Tatiana
Berlinschi

Esempla Systems

Head of Project
Management

Tel: +373 78 499 749

Constantin
Sirbu

BTS Pro SRL

Head of
Professional
Services

Tel: +373 22 870 148

Dinu Tircanu

Technical University of
Moldova

Head of IT &
Communication
Directorate

Tel: +373 22 23 52 39

Elena Ivanova

Yopeso

Human
Resources

Tel: +373 22 843006

Dmitri Buhna

MIEPO

ICT Economic
Policy Advisor to
Government

Tel: +373 22 250 360

Pavel Sincariuc

Ministry of Information
Technology &
Communications

Head of
IT Policies
Directorate

Tel: +373 22 251119

Aydov Andriy

QSystems

Director

Iurie Coroban

Alfasoft

President & CEO

Radu Balan

dq team

CEO

Petru Usatii

DAAC System Integrator

Deputy Director

Svetlana
Arnaut

Yopeso

CEO

Viorel Bostan

Technical University of
Moldova

Professor, Doctor
Habilitate

Dorin Gritcan

Esempla Systems

Director

Tel: (37322) 201800
Email: khilliard@usaid.gov
Tel: (37322) 201814
Email: sbotezatu@usaid.gov
Tel: (37322) 251118
Email: vitalie.tarlev@mtic.gov.md
Tel: (37322) 806700
Email: radu.lazar@endava.com
Tel: 995595919911
Email: ikashibadze@gita.gov.ge
Email: tatiana.berlinschi@esempla.com
Email: constantin.sirbu@bts.md
Email: dinu.tircanu@adm.utm.md
Email: elena.ivanova@yopeso.com
Email: dmitrii.buhna@miepo.md
Email: pavel.sincariuc@mtic.gov.md
Tel: +373 69 148813
Email: Andrey.aydov@qsystems.md
Tel: +373 69 164413
Email: iurie.coroban@alfasoft.md
Tel: +373 22 854650
Email: radu@dqteam.com
Tel: +373 22 509 709
Email: petru.usatii@dsi.md
Tel: +373 22 843006
Email: Svetlana.arnaut@yopeso.com
Tel: +373 22 237861
Email: viorel.bostan@adm.utm.md
Tel: +373 79 404037
Email: dorin.gritcan@esempla.com
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Core
Business

NA

Multilingual contact
center, Call Center and
Business Intelligence
services

Global
Phoning
Group

NA

Orange Moldova,
Red Union Fenosa,
Easy Fairs,
Axialis/Axiatel,
Belinked
Neguit

BPO- Transaction Services,
Mainframe

Application Development,
Digital Media,
Independent Testing,
Application Management,
Cloud Services
Call Center and Business Intelligence
services,
“European languages (Romanian,
Russian,
English, French, Spanish, German, Italian,
Portuguese, etc.)”,
“inbound
calls management”,
back office support,
multilingual data management
“media
monitoring”,
“website animation/moderation
services”,
outbound campaigns handling

Europe

NA

Italy,
Moldova

Cooperative Banks,
Studio Informatica,
Banco Desio,
Mobias Banca,
C-Global,
SiGrade,
ICBPI – Central Institute of
Italian
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NA

Software Dev

Endava
(Met During
Moldova
Visit)

NA

Software Dev,
Business Process
Outsourcing, Data
Processing Centers

US, UK,
Germany,
Denmark

Specialized Testing,
Financial Engineering,
QA Consulting,
Test Environment Audit,
Mobile Application

Thomson Reuters,
TD Ameritrade,
Deutsche Bank AG,
Bank of America
Corporation,
London Stock Exchange
Group,
Raymond James Financial,
United Business Media,
Widex,
Reed Exhibitions

Exchange
Simulator,
Back-End
System
Tester,
BEST Studio

Markets

Key Clients

Services

Products

Cedacri
International

Software Testing,
Allied Testing Software Quality
Assurance

Name

Appendix 3. Key companies & their profiles (from ATIC Company Directory)

e-commerce
retail
telecommunications
healthcare
educational
financial services
tourism
wholesale

NA

BFSI

BFSI, Media,
Healthcare

Verticals

250+

250+ Employees

250+ Employees

250+ Employees

Size
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Eastern
Europe,
Nordics,
SEA, US,
UK

Weebly, Kabam, CacheFly,
Rutube, FPT
telecom, Thomson Reuters
Corporation, ATE,
Expereo, Netvigator,
Internetport, WebNX,
LightSpeed Technologies,
ControlCircle,
Datapipe, Steadfast
Networks, 365 Data
Centers,
Joe’s Datacenter, o3global,
Liquid Web Inc.,
Hivelocity, WiredTree,
Handy Networks,
Psychz Networks, SeFlow,
Reliable Hosting,
PlanetHoster, GloboTech
Communications,
Rackfish, UK2 Group,
Xfernet, Trabia-Network,
ManagedWay, Enzu,
Hostwinds, MageMojo,
Beyond Hosting, NewMedia
Express, Nexogy
Focus Services.

Noction

NA

NA

Intelligent
Routing
Platform is
designed
to optimize
Internet route
traffic
optimization solutions
routing in
for hosting providers,
the middletelecom companies,
mile segment
NA
Managed Service
of the
Providers and other
Internet by
enterprises that run
automatically
multiple ISP connections rerouting
traffic
through
the best
performing
ISP.

NA

NA

“Application Development &
Integration”,
“Integration Architecture,
Design & Consulting”,
“Software
Testing”,
Software Design,
“Business
Analysis”

Markets

Key Clients

Services

Amdaris

Products

Core
Business

Name

Telecom,
Software,
Internet

Education

Verticals

50+

50+

Size
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Pentalog

NA

Integrated
ERP System

Products

CIS,
Central
Asia

Parliament,
Government
“Center for Electronic
Government and Center
for Special
Telecommunications”,
“All Ministries”
City Municipality
Moldova, Agroindbank,
Victoriabank,
Mobias Banca,
Banca de Economii,
Moldindconbank,
Procreditbank,
Moldtelecom,
Orange,
Moldcell,
World Bank,
EBRD,
UNDP,
USAID,
IREX

NA

Audit and Consulting,
Technical Services,
Information Security,
Video and Audio Solutions,
Data Processing,
Data Networks

Software engineering,
Embedded Systems Development,
Mobile Development,
Nearshore Outsourcing,
Cloud Computing,
Offshore Outsourcing,
IT Consulting,
Block Chain Technology,
Big Data & BI,
Strategic IT Consulting

Size

250+

Telecom,
Banking,
Private Sector,
200
International
Organizations,
Government

Verticals

e-Commerce
IoT
Energy &
France,
Utilities
Germany,
Telecom
Romania,
Travel &
Republic of Tourism
Moldova,
Retail &
USA,
Logistics
Canada,
Banking &
Vietnam
Finance
Telecom
Web
Platforms

Markets

Key Clients

Services
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Software Development

DAAC (Met
During
Moldova
Visit)

Core
Business

Audit and Consulting
Software Development
Hardware Distrinution
& Services
Technical Services
Banking Technologies
Information Security
Video and Audio
Solutions
Infrastructure and
Power
Data Processing
Data Networks

Name

60

Agile Software
Development

Gaming & Animation

YOPESO
(Met During
Moldova
Visit)

Dq Team
(Met During
Moldova
Visit)

Games

NA

Software Design,
Development, Testing &
Training

Esempla
Systems
(Met During
Moldova
Visit)

Products

Alfasoft SRL
(DOTGOV
Solutions)
(Met During
Moldova
Visit)

Core
Business

Business
Process
Management
Software Development, System,
Government IT
(BPMS),
Consulting,
Web
e-government consulting Assembler,
.NET,
Web
Applications

Name

NA

Web Development, Mobile Application
Development, iOS & Android Apps
Development, UX/UI Design,
Software Testing & QA, PHP, HTML,
CSS, Javascript and Ruby on Rails
Development, Data Entry, Content
Management

Research, Design, Development, Testing,
NA
Launch

NA

World Bank,
USAID,
Governments- Emerging
Countries in Africa,
Caribbean,
Chemonics International,
IFC,
DAI,
EAC, COMESA, CARICOM

Key Clients

complex IT solutions ranging from
digitalization to interoperability and
clouding solutions

“Skills and Services
Information System”,
online company registration system,
“National health insurance information
system”,
online tax invoicing system,
“Case Management and voice recording
system”

Services

NA

NA

NA

Africa,
Caribbean
Region,
Moldova,
Armenia,
USA

Markets

200+

<50

30

Size

Media &
NA
Entertainment

NA

NA

Development
Institutions
Governments

Verticals
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Appendix 4. Peer Comparison
Capacity Development
Population & Workforce
The age-wise distribution of the total population of Moldova (3.55 million), is as shown below:

Education & Talent
Moldova has generated a disproportionate amount of IT talent given its size. The country has strong
technical and educational traditions and a solid IT sector that provides invaluable experience to
ambitious graduates. 1,500 students graduate Moldovan universities yearly with degrees in computing and related fields. Another 5,000 have math or engineering degrees. At 6%, The proportion of
computer science and mathematics graduates from Moldova is well ahead of regional peers such as
Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia, and even Romania.
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Due to a decrease in industrial and agricultural output following the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
the service sector has grown to dominate Moldova’s economy and currently composes over 68% of
the nation’s GDP. Its economy remains one of Europe’s poorest.
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Both secondary and tertiary enrollment ratios in Moldova are significantly lower than the OECD,
European Union and Europe & Central Asia averages, which is again a challenge if Moldova wants
to develop into a high-end ICT services and products exporter with a small talent base as compared
to many other emerging and established competitors.

Language & Work culture:
Tuition of English in regular school curricula is growing in Moldova, and the level of English proficiency among the population is improving considerably. Moreover, the French-speaking population
in the country is impressive, being one of the highest in CEE in terms of actual numbers of pupils
and students studying French (second after Romania). While the vast majority of the companies that
outsource their operations in Moldova come from the US and WE, in many cases, the projects come
from their subsidiaries in Moscow, Bucharest or Kiev and Moldova has a unique advantage with a
very high proficiency in both Russian and Romanian and entire teams can be easily moved to work
on project basis either in Romania or in Russian speaking countries.
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Education

Moldova

Czech

Hungary

Romania

Bulgaria

Croatia

Slovenia

English
Language

242,200

730,340

610,245

1,689,547

431,083

338,162

141,493

German
Language

17,100

300,682

343,657

151,196

101,604

143,880

60,852

French
Language

272,410

40,101

24,423

1,486,759

37,540

9,250

5,053

Source: Eurostat 2015

Moldova stands out as the country with one of the lowest average number of weekly working hours.
In most CEE countries, the number of weekly working hours is 40, while in Moldova it is 32. Therefore, Moldova should consider adjusting its number of working hours to be in line with the CEE
average, as it is expected that potential foreign outsourcing investors will consider the CEE average
as a standard.

In cooperation with the Technical University, a consortium of organizations (including USAID, the
Moldovan Association of Private Companies, Microsoft, and IBM) are launching an IT Excellence
and Innovation Center. It will provide a combination of training courses, certification programs,
startup accelerators (coaching, mentoring, workspace provision, and funding), and opportunities to
host and attend events, run workshops, and conduct research. The multimedia and 3D labs will be
designed to foster entrepreneurial, coding, design, architecture, and leadership skills. Every year, the
center aims to provide training for 1,000+ individuals and to influence up to 50 startups, helping 20
of them accelerate.
Costs:
Depending on the quality of services and product development, IT services costs in Moldova vary
between hourly rate of <20$/Hour up to 100$/Hour. Costs are regionally competitive and median
rates are lower than those in Romania and Ukraine as shown below:

Business Eco-system
Doing Business
The government has provided special attention to the ICT sector, given its significant contribution
to the economy (8-10%) over the past decade, and has made it easier to start and do business in the
country, while creating an environment conducive to growth. The following data points from The
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ICT Innovation & Training:
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World Bank Enterprise Survey 2013, provides evidence of the same.
Country or Group

Moldova

Romania

Ukraine

Europe &
Central
Asia

All
Countries

Senior management time
spent dealing with the requirements of government
regulation (%)

18.7

34.4

16.6

21.2

17.1

Percent of firms identifying
tax rates as a major constraint

13.4

73.8

42.9

25.7

29.8

Percent of firms identifying
access to finance as a major
constraint

7.2

33.5

12.5

18.1

25.8

Days to obtain an operating
license

12.7

23.2

16.5

24.7

29.6

Percent of firms with an internationally-recognized quality
certification

18.7

34.4

16.6

21.2

17.1

Moldova has jumped 65 places on the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index since 2009 when it
ranked 108 to rank 44 in 2017. Moldova’s performance on the doing business parameters (Distance
to Frontier Scores) is as depicted below:
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It also costs far less. Per the World Bank Group’s data on doing business, in Central and Eastern Europe, only Bulgaria and Ukraine have lower startup costs than Moldova. Business startup expenses
in Romania and Russia run around 50% higher than in Moldova; in places such as Poland and the
Czech Republic, they are an order of magnitude higher.
Fiscal Incentives:
The government provides a number of incentives to ensure costs stay low. Seven zones and two areas
with a legal status similar to the zones have been established in the country. Though the zones are general purpose, so to speak, they nonetheless help ICT suppliers. Companies doing business within the
zones receive considerable financial benefits and legal protections, such as value-added tax (VAT) and
duties exemptions, discounted or zero tax rates depending on the activity, and 10 years of protection
from changes to laws that could adversely impact businesses.
For IT and communications companies setting up shop in Moldova, the corporate tax rate was zero
but is now 12%, a standard rate still well below most other countries in the region. In addition, most
software companies can qualify for reduced social insurance contributions (based on a fixed percentage of just two months’ salary rather than the same percentage applied to the total annual wage). This
program is designed to draw investments from large IT companies, which, in turn, should encourage
additional investments from smaller companies looking to work with them or for them in other capacities. It is also aimed at young entrepreneurs interested in starting their own companies.
A specific law on IT parks comes into effect from 1st January 2017, with the following incentives for
the ICT sector:
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1.

A unique tax of 7% from the turnover, which is to replace CIT (corporate income tax), PIT
(personal income tax), social security and medical insurance taxes, local and real estate taxes.

2.

The state will provide 5 years guarantee on the activity under preferential regime prescribed
by law.
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The effort required to set up a business is also regionally competitive, with the entire process averaging
just 6 days — 2 days less than Romania, 9 days less than Croatia, 12 days less than Bulgaria, and a
notable 24 days less than Poland.
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3.

The maximum applicable income tax for an IT employee is limited to two monthly salaries
in a year

4.

“Virtual” IT parks, which offer the opportunity for residents to work in the offices already
operating in Moldova. IT companies will become virtual residents in the IT parks after registration in the Register of residents and undertaking all the obligations stipulated by law.

E-Government:
Moldova was an early mover in the eastern Europe region in the domain of e-government initiatives.
The first National Strategy for Building an Information Society “Electronic Moldova” was adopted in
2005. In May 2010, Moldova organized an international e-government summit called “Information
and National Development Strategy” to develop and inform its e-government strategy for the period
2008-2011. Moldova also established an e-Government Centre initiative in 2010, aiming at improving access for citizens to public information.
Major E-Government initiatives, that have been implemented in Moldova are:
Year
2009
2011
2012

2013

E-Government Initiative
•

Electronic Fiscal Record

•

Fast Electronic Statement

•

Open Data Platform

•

Local Documents Registry

•

e-Record Service

•

Mobile signature

•

Electronic catalogue for public services

•

e-Licensing

•

e-Reporting

•

Particip.gov.md

•

M-Pass

•

Open Government Partnership

•

Registry of Personal Data Operators

•

Normative e-documents in construction

•

e-Civil Status

•

e-CNAM

•

e-CNAS

•

e-Public Procurement

•

M-Cloud

•

SIGEDIA

Infrastructure Development
Reliable infrastructure, in terms of both ICT and transportation, is essential to the success of an offshore/nearshore operation. Communication and network infrastructures must be able to handle real-time interaction between the onshore and offshore locations. Transportation infrastructure within
an offshore/nearshore location must enable easy access to company centers and other facilities, while
efficient transport between hubs (airports, train stations, and expressways) and company sites will
enhance conditions for business development.
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ICT & Telecom Infrastructure
ICT and telecommunications penetration rates provide a good indication of a country’s readiness
to export technology-related services to clients abroad. Aspects of infrastructure that carry the most
importance within the IT industry include telecommunications, installed hardware base, Internet/
broadband access, and availability of mobile services.
Internet penetration rate is still low in Moldova compared with the CEE average, and other regional
averages as shown below:
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Moldova also lags in regional averages for fixed line subscriptions:
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Physical Infrastructure
Moldova substantially lags the other CEE countries, with no four-lane highways, and poor railway
network infrastructure. On the other hand, air transportation, for both passengers and freight in and
out the EU is continuously increasing, following to the agreement signed in 2012 by both parties,
Moldova and the EC to gradually integrate the Republic of Moldova into the European common
aviation market. there are direct flight connections between the Republic of Moldova and 12 EU
Member and in total, the number of passengers transported in and out of the country in 2014 was
close to 1.2 million.
Regardless of whether they are leasing or purchasing, companies should ensure that the real estate
market in a potential location can provide the required facility/property. Security of property rights
and corruption are burdens related to the time and procedures necessary to purchase a property.
Moldova is attractive from this perspective, as the leasing or purchasing prices are amongst the most
competitive in the CEE region. At the same time, the number of procedures, duration, and associated
costs for registering a property are all low and therefore attractive for potential investors.
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Price of electricity in Moldova is regionally competitive.
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